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Abstract. We study properties of Bloch’s higher Chow groups on smooth varieties
over Dedekind rings. We prove the vanishing of Hi (Z(n)) for i > n, and the exis-
tence of a Gersten resolution for Hi (Z/pr(n)), if the residue characteristic is p.
We also show that the Bloch-Kato conjecture implies the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum
conjecture Z(n)Zar ∼= τ≤n+1Rε∗Z(n)ét, an identification Z/m(n)ét ∼= µ⊗n

m , for
m invertible, and a Gersten resolution with (arbitrary) finite coefficients. Over a
complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p), we construct a map
from motivic cohomology to syntomic cohomology, which is a quasi-isomorphism
provided the Bloch-Kato conjecture holds.

1. Introduction

Let X be an (essentially) smooth scheme over a base B, and define motivic coho-
mology H ∗(X, Z(n)) and étale motivic cohomology H ∗ét(X, Z(n)) as the hyper-
cohomology of Bloch’s cycle complex Z(n) for the Zariski and étale topology,
respectively. If B is the spectrum of a field, then these groups agree with the coho-
mology of Bloch’s cycle complex on the one hand [1], and with motivic cohomology
groups of Voevodsky on the other hand [30]. In case B is a discrete valuation ring,
Levine [16,17] has established several properties, most notably the localization
property, which assures that cohomology and hypercohomology of Z(n) agree.
The purpose of this article is to establish additional sheaf theoretic properties of
Z(n) if the base is a Dedekind ring. Fix an essentially smooth scheme X over
the spectrum B of a Dedekind ring. We prove the following conditional Gersten
resolution:
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that for every discrete valuation ring V , essentially of finite
type over B, with quotient field K , the map Hs(V, Z(n))→ Hs(K, Z(n)) is injec-
tive. Then there is an exact sequence of Zariski sheaves on X,

0→ Hs(Z(n)Zar)→
⊕

x∈X(0)

(ix)∗Hs(k(x), Z(n))→ ⊕

x∈X(1)

(ix)∗Hs−1(k(x),

Z(n− 1))→ · · · .
The analog statement holds with arbitrary coefficients. The proof is based on the
modification of Quillen’s argument [24] by Gillet-Levine [11]. As corollaries of the
proof, we obtain that the complex Z(n) is acyclic in degrees above n, and a Gersten
resolution for Hs(Z/pr(n)) if B has residue characteristic p.

The Bloch-Kato conjecture [3] states that for any field F , and m relatively
prime to the characteristic of F , the symbol map from Milnor K-theory to Galois
cohomology,

KM
n (F )/m→ Hn

ét(F, µ⊗n
m )

is surjective. The conjecture is known for m a power of 2 by Voevodsky [31], and
in general a proof has been announced in [32]. Let ε : Xét → XZar be the change
of site map.

Theorem 1.2. The Bloch-Kato conjecture implies the following:

1. (Purity) If i : Y → X is the inclusion of one of the closed fibers, then the canon-
ical map

Z(n− 1)ét[−2]→ τ≤n+1Ri!
Z(n)ét (1)

is a quasi-isomorphism. If n �= 0, then truncation is unnecessary after inverting
the residue characteristic.

2. (Beilinson-Lichtenbaum) The canonical map induces a quasi-isomorphism

Z(n)Zar
∼−→ τ≤n+1Rε∗Z(n)ét.

3. (Rigidity) Let R be a henselian local ring of a smooth scheme over B, k the
residue field of R, and m ∈ N be invertible in k. Then the canonical map is an
isomorphism

Hi(R, Z/m(n))
∼−→ Hi(k, Z/m(n)).

4. (Étale sheaf) If m ∈ N is invertible in B, then there is a quasi-isomorphism of
complexes of étale sheaves

Z/m(n)ét � µ⊗n
m [0].

5. (Gersten resolution) For any m, there is an exact sequence:

0→ Hs(Z/m(n)Zar)→
⊕

x∈X(0)

(ix)∗Hs(k(x), Z/m(n))

→ ⊕

x∈X(1)

(ix)∗Hs−1(k(x), Z/m(n− 1))→ · · · .
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Note that the combination of (2), (4) and (5) gives a Gersten resolution for the
sheaf Rsε∗µ⊗n

m for s ≤ n, and m invertible on B.
If X is a smooth scheme over a discrete valuation ring � of characteristic

(0, p), with generic fiber j : u→ X and closed fiber i : y → x then (1) implies
the existence of a distinguished triangle

i∗Z/pr(n)ét → τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr → νn−1
r [−n], (2)

where νn−1
r is the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaf of Bloch-Illusie-Milne. If �

is complete and its residue field has a finite p-base, then by results of Kato and
Kurihara [15], this property is shared by the syntomic complex Sr(n) of Fontaine-
Messing [6], whenever the latter is defined. In general, we define Sr(n) as the cone
of the map κ : τ≤ni

∗Rj∗µ⊗n
pr → νn−1

r [−n] defined by Bloch-Kato [3]. The follow-
ing theorem shows that motivic cohomology can be thought of as a generalization
of syntomic cohomology, see Milne [19, Remark 2.7] and Schneider [27].

Theorem 1.3. There is a unique map i∗Z/pr(n)ét→ Sr(n) in the derived cate-
gory of étale sheaves on Y which is compatible with the maps of both complexes
to τ≤ni

∗Rj∗µ⊗n
pr . The map is a quasi-isomorphism provided that the Bloch-Kato

conjecture with mod pr -coefficients holds.

This can be used to better understand the relationship between various proofs
of the crystalline conjecture, and to construct a cycle map to syntomic cohomology.

Notation. Throughout the paper, B is the spectrum of a Dedekind ring, and X

an equidimensional scheme, essentially smooth over B. By X(i) we denote the
set of points of codimension i of X. For a closed point b ∈ B(1) we denote by
ib : Xb → X the closed embedding of the fiber of X over b, and by X̃b the fiber
over the localization of B at b.

For an integral scheme V over B we define the dimension of V to be the Krull
dimension of V if V is contained in one of the closed fibers, and to be the Krull
dimension of the generic fiber plus one in case V is flat over B, see the discussion
in [25, §4.2].

Acknowledgements. This paper relies heavily on the work of M. Levine and discussions
with him. The paper benefited from discussions with W. Niziol and K. Sato, and comments
of the referee. Finally, I would like to thank T. Saito and the Tokyo University Department
of Mathematics for their hospitality.

2. Some homological algebra

Let Xét, XNis and XZar be the category of étale schemes over X equipped with
the étale, Nisnevich and Zariski topology, respectively. In case the site has infinite
cohomological dimension (which may happen for the étale topology), we calculate
derived functors of unbounded complexes using the method of Spaltenstein [28].
Let

Xét
ε→ XZar, Xét

α→ XNis
β→ XZar
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be the canonical maps of sites. By adjointness, the sheafification functors ε∗, α∗, β∗
are exact and preserve colimits, and the forgetful functors ε∗, α∗, β∗ are left exact,
preserve injectives and limits.

Let i : Y → X be a closed subscheme with open complement j : U → X. For
any of the three topologies above, there are mutually adjoint functors i∗ 	 i∗ 	 i!

and j! 	 j∗ 	 j∗. In particular, i!, j∗ are left exact, i∗, j∗ are exact, and in our situ-
ation i∗ and j! are exact. Consequently, i∗, i!, j∗, j∗ preserve limits and injectives,
whereas i∗, i∗, j!, j

∗ preserve colimits. The remaining functors are covered by the
following:

Lemma 2.1. The functors ε∗, α∗, β∗, j∗, i!, and the derived functors Rε∗, Rα∗,
Rβ∗, Rj∗, Ri! commute with pseudo-filtered colimits of sheaves.

Proof. Since the sites we consider are noetherian, the presheaf colimit of a pseudo-
filtered system of sheaves is a sheaf [20, III 3.6(b)], and the result for the functors
ε∗, α∗, β∗, and j∗ follows. The derived functors can be calculated with flabby
sheaves [20, Cor. 1.14], and a pseudo-filtered colimit of injective sheaves is flabby
[20, III 3.6(c)], hence the result for the derived functors.

The result for i! = ker i∗ → i∗j∗j∗ follows from the left exactness of pseudo-
filtered colimits and the commutation of i∗, j∗, j∗ with pseudo-filtered colimits.
For an injective sheaf I , and V étale over X, the inclusion V ×X U → V of Zariski
open sets induces a surjection I (V )→ I (V ×X U). This property is preserved by
colimits of sheaves, hence a pseudo-filtered colimit of injective sheaves is acyclic
for i!, and we can calculate Ri! with it. 
�
Proposition 2.2. a) The following maps are isomorphisms of derived functors

ε∗j∗ ∼−→ j∗ε∗

ε∗i∗ ∼−→ i∗ε∗

ε∗i∗
∼−→ i∗ε∗

ε∗j!
∼−→ j!ε

∗

Rε∗Rj∗
∼−→ Rj∗Rε∗

Rε∗i∗
∼−→ i∗Rε∗

Rε∗Ri! ∼−→ Ri!Rε∗
Rε∗j∗

∼−→ j∗Rε∗.

The analog statements for α and β hold.
b) If the étale cohomological dimension of each residue field of Y is finite, then

i∗Rα∗
∼−→ Rα∗i∗.

Proof. a) The transformations on the left exist by the universal property of sheafifi-
cation, and the transformation on the right are their adjoints. Thus it suffices to verify
one isomorphism for each pair. Since the functors on the right hand side preserve
injectives, it suffices to verify the isomorphisms of functors before deriving. The
statements ε∗j∗ ∼= j∗ε∗ and ε∗i∗ ∼= i∗ε∗ are obvious. The other two statements
follow because

(ε∗i∗F)x̄ ∼= (i∗ε∗F)x̄ ∼=
{Fx̄ x ∈ Y

0 x �∈ Y,

and similarly

(ε∗j!F)x̄ ∼= (j!ε
∗F)x̄ ∼=

{Fx̄ x ∈ U

0 x �∈ U.
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b) Let (R, m) be a henselian local ring. The map ι : R→ R/m induces an equiv-
alence between the categories of finite étale R-algebras and the category of finite
étale R/m-algebras [20, I.4.4]. Since any étale cover of R has a refinement by a finite
étale cover [20, I.4.2 (c)], [20, III.3.3] implies that for every sheaf F , the restriction
map Hs

ét(R, F)
∼−→ Hs

ét(R/m, ι∗F) is an isomorphism. The same applies to R

replaced by R/I for I ⊆ m an ideal of R, so we get Hs
ét(R, F) ∼= Hs

ét(R/I, i∗F).
By the usual spectral sequence argument, this extends to complexes of sheaves if
the étale cohomological dimension of Spec R/m is finite.

Now let y ∈ Y ⊆ X, F · be a complex of étale sheaves on X, R = Oh
X,y be the

henselian local ring of y in X and R/I = Oh
Y,y be the henselian local ring of y in

Y . Then

(i∗Rsα∗F ·)y = Hs
Nis(R/I, i∗Rα∗F ·) ∼←− Hs

Nis(R, Rα∗F ·) ∼= Hs
ét(R, F ·)

∼−→ Hs
ét(R/I, i∗F ·) ∼= Hs

Nis(R/I, Rα∗i∗F ·) = (Rsα∗i∗F ·)y.


�

Remark. The other functors do not commute in general. For example, if R is a local
ring with closed subscheme i : SpecR/I → SpecR, and if Rh

I is the henselization
of R along I , then

Hs
Zar(R/I, i∗Rε∗F) ∼= Hs

Zar(R, Rε∗F) ∼= Hs
ét(R, F)

Hs
Zar(R/I, Rε∗i∗F) ∼= Hs

ét(R/I, i∗F) = Hs
ét(R

h
I , F).

The failure of the natural transformations ε∗Rj∗ → Rj∗ε∗ and ε∗Ri! → Ri!ε∗ to
be quasi-isomorphisms are closely related to the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjec-
ture.

Lemma 2.3. If Z = Z1
∐

Z2 is a disjoint union of closed sets, then

iZ1∗Ri!
Z1
⊕ iZ2∗Ri!

Z2

∼−→ iZ∗Ri!
Z

Proof. Let U1 and U2 be the complements of Z1 and Z2, respectively. Then for
every sheaf F on Xét and every V étale over X, there is a commutative diagram

0 −−−−→ F(V ) −−−−→ F(V )⊕ F(V ) −−−−→ F(V )→ 0
∥
∥
∥
∥




�




�

0 −−−−→ F(V ) −−−−→ F(U1 ×X V )⊕ F(U2 ×Ẋ V ) −−−−→ F(U1 ×X U2 ×X V )

By the snake lemma, the kernel of the two right vertical maps agree, and we get

iZ1∗i
!
Z1
⊕ iZ2∗i

!
Z2

∼−→ iZ∗i!
Z.

Since the functors involved preserve injectives, the lemma follows. 
�
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Lemma 2.4. Let X be essentially of finite type over B, j : XK → X be the inclu-
sion of the generic fiber, and let C· be a complex of sheaves on X. Then there is an
distinguished triangle

· · · → ⊕

b∈B(1)

ib∗Ri!
bC
· → C· → Rj∗j∗C· → · · · . (3)

In particular, there is a long exact sequence

· · · → ⊕

b∈B(1)

H i
Xb

(X, C·)→ Hi(X, C·)→ Hi(XK, C·)→ · · · .

Proof. Let jU : XU → X be the embedding of the fiber of an open subset over
U of B. By the previous lemma, the decomposition triangle gives a distinguished
triangle

· · · →
⊕

b �∈U
ib∗Ri!

bC
· → C· → RjU∗j∗UC· → · · · .

Now we take the colimit over decreasing open sets U . Since our sites are
noetherian, the presheaf direct limit of a pseudo-filtered direct system of sheaves
is a sheaf [20, III 3.6(b)]. So for every sheaf F on X and every étale V over X,

j∗j∗F(V )
∼−→ colim

U
(jU∗j∗UF(V ))

∼−→ (colim
U

jU∗j∗UF)(V ).

Exactness of the colimit implies that

colim
U

RjU∗j∗UC· ∼= R(colim
U

jU∗j∗U)C· ∼= Rj∗j∗C·.

The exact sequence of cohomology groups follows, because on a noetherian site
cohomology commutes with filtered colimits of sheaves [20, III 3.6(d)]. 
�

3. Motivic Cohomology

We define motivic cohomology as the hyper-cohomology of Bloch’s cycle com-
plex. Let Di = Z[t0, . . . , ti]/(

∑
i ti − 1), and 
i = SpecDi be the algebraic

i-simplex. For an equidimensional scheme X, let zn(X, i) be the free abelian group
on closed integral subschemes of codimension n of X × 
i , which intersect all
faces properly. Intersecting with faces defines the structure of a simplicial abelian
group, and hence gives a (homological) complex zn(X, ∗). The complex zn(X, ∗)
is covariant for proper morphisms (with the appropriate shift in weight and degree)
and contravariant for flat morphisms [1,10].

Lemma 3.1. The presheaves zn(−, i) are sheaves for the étale topology on X.

Proof. The presheaf zn(−, i) is clearly a sheaf for the Zariski topology, hence by
[20, II.1.5] we only need to treat the case of a covering of the form V = SpecB →
U = SpecA. We have to show that the sequence

0→ zn(SpecA, i)→ zn(SpecB, i)→ zn(SpecB ⊗A B, i)
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is exact. Since V → U is a covering, exactness on the left is obvious, and we only
have to show exactness in the middle.

If A→ B is flat or unramified, then so is A⊗Di → B ⊗Di , hence the pull-
back preserves the property of intersecting faces properly, and we can ignore this
condition. By flatness, the minimal primes P of B⊗Di above a prime p of A⊗Di

determine p, and we can localize A⊗Di and B⊗Di at a prime p ⊆ A⊗Di of height

n. We can also divide by p, and show exactness of zn(Spec k)
s−→ zn(SpecB)

f,g−→
zn(SpecB ⊗k B) for k a field and B a semi-local, Artinian étale k-algebra.

Since B is unramified over k, it is a product
∏

i ki of fields. Similarly, ki ⊗k kj

is the product
∏

l k
l
ij of fields. Let p, pi and pl

ij be the unique prime ideal of k,

ki and kl
ij , respectively. Then s(p) = ∑

i pi , the map f : B ⊗k k
id⊗s−→ B ⊗k B

sends pi to
∑

j,l p
l
ij and the map g : k ⊗k B

s⊗id−→ B ⊗k B sends pi to
∑

j,l p
l
ji . If

f (
∑

i cipi) = g(
∑

i cipi), then looking at the coefficient of pl
ij , we get ci = cj ,

hence
∑

i cipi = c1
∑

i pi = c1s(p). 
�
Remark. One can show with a more careful analysis that zn(−, i) is a sheaf for any
Grothendieck topology such that all coverings are flat and have reduced fibers. On
the other hand, if s : V → U is a covering such that the pull-back s∗[u] of a closed
irreducible subscheme u is of the form d ·∑i[vi] for d > 1, then

∑
i[vi] is in the

equalizer of the two maps induced from the projections V ×U V → V , but not in
the image of s∗.

The complex of sheaves Z(n)t on the site Xt , where t ∈ {et, Nis, Zar }, is defined
as the cohomological complex with zn(−, 2n− i) in degree i. For an abelian group
A we define A(n) to be Z(n)⊗A. Since Z(n) is a complex of sheaves for the étale
topology,

ε∗Z(n)Zar = Z(n)ét, ε∗Z(n)ét = Z(n)Zar, (4)

and similarly for α∗ 	 α∗ and β∗ 	 β∗. Consequently,

ε∗i!
Z(n)Zar ∼= i!ε∗Z(n)Zar ε∗j∗Z(n)Zar ∼= j∗ε∗Z(n)Zar.

We define Hi
t (X, Z(n)) as the hyper-cohomology of Z(n)t and omit t for the

Zariski topology. A flat map f : X→ Y induces via the pull back of cycles a
map of sheaves f ∗Z(n)Y → Z(n)X, hence by adjointness

Hi
t (Y, Z(n))→ Hi

t (Y, Rf∗Z(n)) ∼= Hi
t (X, Z(n)).

Theorem 3.2. (Levine) Let X be essentially of finite type over the spectrum of a
discrete valuation ring.

a) If i : Z→ X is a closed subscheme of codimension c with open complement
j : U → X, then the exact sequence

0→ zq−c(Z, ∗) i∗→ zq(X, ∗) j∗→ zq(U, ∗) (5)

forms a distinguished triangle in the derived category of abelian groups.
b) Motivic cohomology Hs(X, Z(n)) agrees with the cohomology of the com-

plex of abelian groups H2n−s(z
n(X, ∗)).
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Proof. The first statement is [16, Theorem 1.7]. For (b), we employ the criterion of

Brown-Gersten [4] [5, Theorem 7.5.1]. Let Z(n)
η→ I ∗ be an injective resolution

(for the Zariski topology). Then η is an isomorphism on stalks. On the other hand,
localization implies that the cohomology of Z(n) satisfies the Mayer-Vietoris prop-
erty, whereas hypercohomology, i.e. the cohomology of I ∗, automatically has this
property. Hence η induces a quasi-isomorphism on global sections. 
�
We now return to our assumption that B is the spectrum of a Dedekind ring.

Corollary 3.3. Let X
p→ B be essentially of finite type.

a) With the notation of the theorem, there is a distinguished triangle in the derived
category of Zariski sheaves on X,

0→ i∗Z(n− c)Z[−2c]→ Z(n)X → j∗Z(n)U .

b) There is an isomorphism of hyper-cohomology groups

Hs
Zar(B, p∗Z(n)) ∼= Hs(X, Z(n)) = Hs

Zar(B, Rp∗Z(n)).

Proof. a) We verify the exactness stalkwise. Since the cycle complex commutes
with direct limits of rings, it suffices to verify the statement for the local ring at a
point x ∈ X. If x is in the generic fiber, then OX,x is essentially of finite type over
a field, the situation considered by Bloch [1]. If x is in a closed fiber, then OX,x

satisfies the hypothesis of the Theorem 3.2.
b) To see that the natural map p∗Z(n)→ Rp∗Z(n) is a quasi-isomorphism,

consider the stalk at b ∈ B. Then by Theorem 3.2,

Hs(p∗Z(n))b = H2n−s(z
n(X̃b, ∗)) ∼= Hs

Zar(X̃b, Z(n)) = Rsp∗Z(n)b.


�
Remark. Similarly, we get a quasi-isomorphism (p◦j)∗Z(n)U ∼= R(p◦j)∗Z(n)U ,
and after applying p∗, a quasi-isomorphism

j∗Z(n)UZar
∼−→ Rj∗Z(n)UZar.

Consequently,

Z(n− c)ZZar[−2c]
∼−→ i!

Z(n)XZar
∼−→ Ri!

Z(n)XZar, (6)

because all complexes are quasi-isomorphic to the cone of i∗Z(n)X → i∗j∗Z(n)U .
In particular, we can identify the canonical maps

ε∗Rj∗Z(n)Zar −−−−→ Rj∗ε∗Z(n)Zar ε∗Ri!
Z(n)Zar −−−−→ Ri!ε∗Z(n)Zar∥

∥
∥
∥

∥
∥
∥
∥

∥
∥
∥
∥

∥
∥
∥
∥

j∗Z(n)ét −−−−→ Rj∗Z(n)ét i!
Z(n)ét −−−−→ Ri!

Z(n)ét.
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Corollary 3.4. Let X be essentially of finite type over B. Then there is a distin-
guished triangle

· · · → ⊕

b∈B(1)

ib∗Z(n− 1)Zar → Z(n)Zar → Rj∗Z(n)Zar → · · · . (7)

Proof. This is (6) applied to Lemma 2.4. 
�

Corollary 3.5. Let X be essentially of finite type over B and A
1
X

f→ X be the
projection map. Then the pull back map

Hs(X, Z(n))
f ∗→ Hs(A1

X, Z(n))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Because Rf∗ commutes with direct sums on a noetherian site [20, III 3.6(d)],
the localization sequence (7) reduces the statement Z(n)X ∼= Rf∗Z(n)A

1
X to the

case where the base is a field, which was treated by Bloch [1]. 
�

Since proper maps are stable under base-change, a proper map f : X→ Y

of relative dimension c induces a map f∗Z(n)Xt → Z(n− c)Yt [−2c]. Composing
with the push-forward along the structure morphism q : Y → B we get a map of
complexes on B, p∗Z(n)Xt → q∗Z(n− c)Yt [−2c], hence in view of Corollary 3.3
covariant functoriality

Hi(X, Z(n))→ Hi−2c(Y, Z(n− c)).

For the étale topology we get covariant functoriality if f∗Z(n)ét ∼= Rf∗Z(n)ét, for
example if f∗ is exact:

Hi
ét(X, Z(n))

∼→ Hi
ét(Y, Rf∗Z(n))

∼← Hi
ét(Y, f∗Z(n))→ Hi−2c

ét (Y, Z(n− c)).

We get push-forwards for the Nisnevich topology by the following

Proposition 3.6. If X is essentially of finite type over B, then the canonical maps
are quasi-isomorphism

Z(n)Zar
∼→ Rβ∗Z(n)Nis,

Q(n)Zar
∼→ Rε∗Q(n)et.

Proof. Since Z(n) satisfies the localization property, it has étale excission. Thus
the argument of Nisnevich [22], see also [5, Thm. 7.5.2], shows that Z(n) agrees
with its Nisnevich hypercohomology.

For the second statement we only need to show that Q(n)Nis ∼= Rα∗Q(n)ét. But
for any étale sheaf F , the stalk of Riα∗F at x is Hs

ét(Oh
X,x, F) ∼= Hs

ét(k(x), i∗F),
and this is zero for s > 0 and F a Q-vector space. Hence Q(n)Nis = α∗Q(n)ét ∼=
Rα∗Q(n)ét by (4). 
�
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4. The Gersten resolution

We use the methods of Bloch [1,2] and Gillet-Levine [11] to prove Theorem 1.1.

Let X
p→ B be the local ring at a point x of an essentially smooth scheme over B

and b = p(x). Consider the descending filtration by coniveau on cycles. Let

F szn(X, ∗) = colim
Z ⊆ X

codimXZ ≥ s

im
(
zn−s(Z, ∗)→ zn(X, ∗)

)
,

be the subcomplex of zn(X, ∗) generated by cycles whose projection to X has
codimension at least s. The spectral sequence corresponding to this filtration is

E
s,t
1 = H−s−t (grszn(X, ∗))⇒ H−s−t (z

n(X, ∗)) = H 2n+s+t (X, Z(n)).

Taking the colimit of the localization sequence (5) over pairs Y ⊆ Z with Z of
codimension s and Y of codimension s + 1, we get isomorphisms

grszn(X, ∗) ∼→ colim
(Z,Y )

zn−s(Z − Y, ∗) res→∼
⊕

x∈X(s)

zn−s(k(x), ∗).

Here the right hand map sends a cycle on a subscheme to its restriction to the generic
points. Consequently,

E
s,t
1 =

⊕

x∈X(s)

H−s−t (z
n−s(k(x), ∗)) =

⊕

x∈X(s)

H 2n−s+t (k(x), Z(n− s)).

By construction of the spectral sequence, the E1-terms form the column of the
following diagram

Hm(zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm(gr0zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm−1(F
1zn(X, ∗))



�

Hm−1(F
1zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm−1(gr1zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm−2(F

2zn(X, ∗))


�

Hm−2(F
2zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm−2(gr2zn(X, ∗)) −−−−→ Hm−3(F

3zn(X, ∗))


�

(8)
We state the following easy Lemma for future reference:

Lemma 4.1. Let X be a scheme of finite type over B, Z a closed irreducible sub-
scheme of codimension 1 and U the complement of X. Let V be a closed irreducible
subscheme of X not contained in Z, and W an arbitrary subscheme. If VZ meets
WZ properly and VU meets WU properly, then V meets W properly.
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Proof. Let C be an irreducible component of the intersection. If C is not contained
in Z, the claim follows from the proper intersection on U . If C ⊆ Z, then by
hypothesis

dim C ≤ dim VZ + dim WZ − dim Z ≤ dim V − 1+ dim WZ − (dim X − 1)

≤ dim V + dim W − dim X.


�
The heart of the proof is the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let c be a cycle in F s+1zn(X, ∗) which is in the image of
F szn−1(Y, ∗), for Y a principal effective divisor, flat over the discrete valuation ring
�=Bb. Then the image of c under the mapHm(F s+1zn(X, ∗))→ Hm(F szn(X, ∗))
is zero.

Proof. Since X is the localization of X′ = Spec S in x, for S a finitely generated
algebra over �, we can (after decreasing X′) assume that c is the restriction of
an element in F s+1zn(X′, ∗) and comes from Y ′ = Spec S/tS, where t is a non
zero-divisor of S.

By [11, Lemma 1, Section 2], after replacing X′ by a smaller affine neighbor-
hood of x, we can find a morphism π : X′ → A

d−1
�

, such that π is smooth at x

of relative dimension 1, and π |Y ′ is quasi-finite. Setting T = S/t ⊗
A

d−1
�

S and
Z = Spec T , we get the cartesian square

Z = Spec T
p−−−−→ X′ = Spec S

q



� π



�

Y ′ = Spec S/t −−−−→ A
d−1
� .

The inclusion Y ′
j→ X′ induces a section s : Y ′ → Z of q, which is a closed

immersion. Its image s(Y ′) is finite over X′. Furthermore q is smooth at the points
p−1(x), and p is quasi-finite. By Zariski’s main theorem (EGA IV, 18.12.13) there

is an affine scheme Z̄ = Spec T̄ such that p factors as Z
u→ Z̄

p̄→ X′ with u an
open embedding and p̄ finite. Let s̄ = u ◦ s : Y ′ → Z̄. Since j = p̄ ◦ s̄ is closed, s̄

is closed and D = Z̄−Z is disjoint from s̄(Y ′). Because p̄ is proper, we can factor
j∗ = p̄∗s̄∗, and it suffices to show that s̄∗ = 0.

Since Z is smooth over Y ′ of relative dimension 1 at the finite set of points of
p−1(x), the ideal I ⊂ T defining s(Y ′) is principal near these points (SGA 1, II
4.15), say I = (g′). Let Ī ⊂ T̄ be the ideal defining s̄(Y ), and J ⊂ T̄ the ideal
defining D. Because s̄(Y ′)∩D = ∅, we can use the Chinese remainder theorem to
find g ∈ T̄ which maps to (1, g′) ∈ T̄ /J ⊕ T̄ /Ī 2, where g′ is viewed as an element
of T̄ /Ī 2 via the isomorphism T̄ /Ī 2 ∼−→ T/I 2. Then g = 1 on D and g defines
s̄(Y ) in a neighborhood of p̄−1(x) because g ≡ g′mod I 2.

Let C be the closed set of Z̄ consisting of all irreducible components of the divi-
sor g = 0 which are not components of s̄(Y ′). Since g defines s(Y ′) near p−1(x)
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and is 1 on p̄−1(x) − p−1(x), C does not contain any point of p̄−1(x). Hence its
image p̄(C) ∈ X′ is a closed subset not containing x. By removing p̄(C) from X′,
we can assume that the divisor g = 0 is s̄(Y ′).

Let E ∈ zn−1(Y ′, t), V = q∗E ∈ zn−1(Z, t) and V̄ be the closure of V in
Z̄ ×
t . Consider the closed embeddings

γ = (id,
g

g−1 ) : Z→ Z × P
1,

γ̄ = (id,
g

g−1 ) : Z̄→ Z̄ × P
1,

and let γ∗ : zn−1(Z, t) → zn(Z × P
1, t)

res−→ zn(Z × A
1, t) be the induced map

on cycles. Since g
g−1 has a pole on D, M = γ∗(V ) agrees with the restriction of

γ̄∗(V̄ ) to Z̄ × A
1 ×
t , hence is closed in Z̄ × A

1 ×
t , and can be viewed as an
element of zn(Z̄ × A

1, t).
Since g has no poles, the image of γ̄∗ does not meet Z̄ × {1} × 
t , hence

M ∩ (Z̄ × {1} ×
t) = ∅. Consider the cartesian square

Y ′ s̄−−−−→ Z̄

s̄



� γ̄



�

Z̄
i0−−−−→ Z̄ × P

1.

Because of V̄ ∩s̄(Y ′) = q∗E∩s(Y ′), V̄ ⊂ Z̄ meets Y ′ properly, and the base change
for algebraic cycles gives i∗0 γ̄∗V̄ = s̄∗s̄∗V̄ . As the divisor s̄(Y ′) defined by g = 0
is disjoint from D, we get i∗0M = s̄∗s̄∗(V̄ ) = s̄∗s∗(V ) = s̄∗s∗q∗(E) = s̄∗(E).

We show that for some closed subscheme ia : Spec�′ → A
1
� with �′ finite

and flat over �, there exists a homotopy between i∗0′(M) and i∗a (M) as well as a
homotopy between i∗1′(M) and i∗a (M). Here 0′ and 1′ are the zero- and one-section

Spec�′ → Spec�
0,1−→ A

1
�, respectively. The strategy is to construct a homotopy

by triangulating A
1 ×
t in the standard way, and we have to show that each face

of the triangulation meets M in the correct codimension. Let W be the support of
M .

Let θj : 
t+1 → A
1 ×
t be the unique linear map which sends the vertices

v0, . . . , vt+1 to the vertices (0, v0), . . . , (0, vj ), (1, vj+1), . . . , (1, vt+1). A face F

of A
1 × 
t is the image under some map θj of a face of 
t+1, in particular it is

the linear span of a collection of points (0, vi1), . . . , (0, vis ), (1, vis+1), . . . , (1, vir )

with il ≤ il+1. Let F ′ be the image of F under the projection A
1 ×
t → 
t .

First assume that dim F = dim F ′ +1, which happens if and only if F contains
both (0, vl) and (1, vl) for some l. Then F = A

1 × F ′, we have W ∩ (Z̄ × F)

= γ (SuppV ∩(Z̄×F ′)), and Supp V ∩(Z̄×F ′) has the correct dimension because
V meets faces properly.

If dim F = dim F ′, the projection A
1 × 
t → 
t induces an isomorphism

F
∼−→ F ′. If W ∩ (Z̄ × A

1 × F ′) meets F properly, then so does W :

dim W ∩ (Z̄ × F) = dim (W ∩ (Z̄ × A
1 × F ′)) ∩ F

= dim W ∩ (Z̄ × A
1 × F ′)− 1 = dim V ∩ (Z̄ × F ′)− 1

= dim W + dim Z̄ × F − dim Z̄ ×
t − 1,
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the last equation holds because V meets Z̄ × F ′ properly. Hence replacing W by
W ∩ (Z̄ × A

1 × F ′), and possibly decreasing t , we can assume that F ′ = 
t and
F is the image of one of the maps θj .

If F = i0(F
′), i.e. F contains no point (1, vl), then F meets W properly

because M ∩ (Z̄ × F) = i∗0 (M) ∩ (Z̄ × F ′) = s̄∗(E) ∩ (Z̄ × F ′), and s̄∗(E)

meets faces properly. Similarly, M meets Z̄ × (F ∩ ({0} ×
t)) properly because
M ∩ (Z̄ × (F ∩ ({0} ×
t))) = s̄∗(E) ∩ (Z̄ × F ′), hence by Lemma 4.1 we can
consider our intersection problem on the complement U = (A1− {0})×
t of the
zero-section. Let µ : Gm×A

1 → A
1 be the multiplication map (a, x) �→ ax. Con-

sider the following cartesian diagram of integral schemes, where µ̄ is the restriction
of idZ̄ × µ× id
t

W ′
q−−−−→ Gm × Z̄ × (F ∩ U)

p−−−−→ Gm

µ′


� µ̄



�

W ∩ (Z̄ × U) −−−−→ Z̄ × U.

(9)

Because we removed the zero section, µ̄, hence µ′ is flat, and a dimension count
shows that it is of relative dimension 0. Let k be the residue field and L the quo-
tient field of �. By [14, Lemma 1(i)] we can find dense open sets Ak ⊆ Gm,k and
AL ⊆ Gm,L, such that for a ∈ Ak or a ∈ AL the fiber p−1(a) meets (W∩(Z̄×U))k
or (W ∩ (Z̄ ×U))L in the correct dimension, respectively. Let C be the closure of
Gm,L −AL in Gm, and A(F) = Gm − (Gm,k −Ak)− C, a dense open set of A

1
�

meeting the closed fiber. Then for every closed subscheme a : Spec�′ → A(F)

such that �′ is finite and flat over �, p−1(a) meets W ∩ (Z̄× S) properly. Indeed,
the former is flat over � and we can calculate dimensions fiberwise by Lemma 4.1.
Let A =⋂

F A(F), where F runs through the finitely many faces involved.
For every closed subscheme a : Spec�′ → A ⊆ A

1
�, with �′ finite and flat

over �, let θa
j : 
t+1

�′ → A
1
�′ ×�′ 


t
�′ be the unique linear map which sends the

vertices v0, . . . , vt+1 to the vertices (0′, v0), . . . , (0′, vj ), (a, vj+1), . . . , (a, vt+1).
Note that in (9), µ̄ embeds p−1(a) into Z̄ ×U as the product of Z̄ with the image
of θa

j intersected with U .

Let T a
t =

∑t+1
j=0(−1)j (θa

j )∗ be the alternating sum of the pull-back maps

along θa
j , giving the map T a

t : zn(Z̄ × A
1
�′ , t)

+ → zn(Z̄�′ , t + 1), where the +
indicates the subgroup generated by cycles whose image meets all faces properly.
One easily verifies that ∂T a

t + T a
t−1∂ = i∗0′ − i∗a . By definition of A, we have

M ∈ zn(Z̄×A
1
�′ , t)

+, hence ∂T a
t (M) = i∗0′(M)− i∗a (M). By the same argument,

we can construct a dense open setB, such every closed subschemeb : Spec�′ → B,
finite and flat over �, gives a homotopy between ∅ = i∗1′(M) and i∗b (M).

If the residue field k is infinite, we can always find a section a : �→ A ∩ B

and the proof is finished. If k is finite, we fix a prime l �= p and consider the set
of monic polynomials P(T ) with coefficients in � with degree a power of l. Then

�′ = �[T ]/(P (T ))
p−→ � is finite (of degree a power of l) and flat. The obvious

map �[T ] → �′ gives the closed subscheme aP : Spec�′ → A
1
� = Spec�[T ].

Since A ∩ B ⊆ A
1
� is open and dense (and meets the closed fiber), all but finitely
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many such closed subschemes will be contained in A∩B. If a is one of them, then we
get a homotopy between i∗0′(M) and i∗a (M) as well as a homotopy between i∗1′(M)

and i∗a (M). Since i0′ and i1′ are the compositions Spec �′ 0,1−→ A
1
�′

p−→ A
1
�,

and since p∗p∗ is multiplication by a power of l, we see that i∗0′(M) − i∗1′(M) is
l-power torsion. Since this holds for any prime l �= p, the two cycles are in fact
equivalent. 
�

We can now prove the following stronger version of Theorem 1.1:

Corollary 4.3. Let X
p−→ B be the local ring at a point x of an essentially smooth

scheme over B. Then the following sequence is exact except at the first two terms,

0→Ht(X, Z(n))→ ⊕

x∈X(0)

H t (k(x), Z(n))→ ⊕

x∈X(1)

H t−1(k(x), Z(n− 1))→· · · .
(10)

If V is the local ring of X at the generic point of the fiber Xb, then the exactness at the
first and second term follows from the injectivity ofHj(V, Z(n))→Hj(k(X), Z(n))
for j = t and j = t + 1, respectively.

Proof. If s > 0, then any cycle in F s+1zn(X, ∗) satisfies the hypothesis of The-
orem 4.2. It follows that all horizontal sequences in (8), except the first, break up
into short exact sequences. The kernel of the first vertical map in (8) is the im-
age of Hm(zn(X, ∗)) r−→ Hm(zn(k(X), ∗)), and an easy diagram chase shows
that the cohomology of the column in (8) at Hm(gr1zn(X, ∗)) is the kernel of
Hm−1(z

n(X, ∗))→ Hm−1(z
n(k(X), ∗)). Removing flat divisors by Theorem 4.2,

we see that Hj(z
n(X, ∗))→ Hj(z

n(V, ∗)) is injective, hence the kernel of r is
contained in the kernel of Hm(zn(V, ∗)) → Hm(zn(k(X), ∗)), and the coho-
mology at Hm(gr1zn(X, ∗)) is contained in the kernel of Hm−1(z

n(V , ∗)) →
Hm−1(z

n(k(X), ∗)). 
�
Corollary 4.4. Let X be an essentially smooth scheme over B. Then Hi (Z(n)) = 0
for i > n.

Proof. We can assume that X is local. In the notation of Corollary 4.3, it suffices to
show that Hi(V, Z(n)) = 0 for i > n. If k is the residue field of V , the localization
sequence

· · · → Ht(V, Z(n))→ Ht(k(X), Z(n))
δ−→ Ht−1(k, Z(n− 1))→ · · · ,

implies that Ht(V, Z(n)) = 0 for t > n + 1. To show that Hn+1(V , Z(n)) = 0,
observe that by [8, Lemma 3.2], the map δ agrees with the symbol mapKM

n (k(X))→
KM

n−1(k). The latter map is surjective, because we can lift the symbol {x1, . . . , xn−1}
of KM

n−1(k) to the symbol {x1, . . . , xn−1, π} ∈ KM
n (k(X)). 
�

Corollary 4.5. Let X be a smooth scheme over a discrete valuation ring with resi-
due characteristic p. Then there is an exact sequence

0→ Ht (Z/pr(n)Zar)→
⊕

x∈X(0)

(ix)∗Ht(k(x), Z/pr(n))

→ ⊕

x∈X(1)

(ix)∗Ht−1(k(x), Z/pr(n− 1))→ · · · .
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Proof. As above, it suffices to show that Hj(k(X), Z/pr(n))
δ→ Hj−1(k, Z/pr

(n− 1)) is surjective for j = t − 1, t . By the main theorem of [8] the right group
is trivial for j �= n, and in case j = n we argue as above. 
�
5. Etale motivic cohomology

In this section we consider étale motivic cohomology. We have examined rational
motivic cohomology in Corollary 3.6, so we focus on étale motivic cohomology
with finite coefficients. If X is essentially smooth over the field k and m ∈ k×, then
there is a quasi-isomorphism of étale sheaves on X, [9, Thm. 1.5]

Z/m(n)ét � µ⊗n
m [0]. (11)

On the other hand, if k has characteristic p, then [8, Thm. 8.5]

Z/pr(n)Zar � νn
r [−n]. (12)

Here νn
r = νpr (n) = W�n

r,log is the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaf of Bloch-
Illusie-Milne [13,18]. Etale sheafification gives the analog statement for the étale
topology. In [8], the quasi-isomorphism (12) is only stated for perfect k. But because
both sides of (12) are compatible with filtered colimits of rings, we can extend this
by writing k as the generic point of a colimit of smooth schemes over a perfect field
contained in k.

The Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture states that for X essentially smooth
over the field k and m ∈ N invertible in k, the canonical map Z/m(n)Zar →
τ≤nRε∗Z/m(n)ét is a quasi-isomorphism, and that Rn+1ε∗Z(n)ét vanishes. The
rational analog is known by Corollary 3.6, and the mod pr -analog, p the charac-
teristic of k, is known by [8, Thm. 8.5, 8.6], hence the conjecture is equivalent
to

Z(n)Zar
∼−→ τ≤n+1Rε∗Z(n)ét.

We prove Theorem 1.2 of the introduction, assuming the Bloch-Kato conjecture.

Proof. 1) Consider the embeddings Xb
ι→ X̃b

j→ X. It is easy to check at stalks
that ι!j∗ = i! and that j∗ maps injective sheaves to sheaves which are acyclic for
ι!. Hence we can localize the base at b. Applying ε∗i∗ to (7) and comparing to (3)
via the adjoint map, we get the map of distinguished triangles

ε∗Z(n− 1)Zar[−2] −−−−→ ε∗i∗Z(n)Zar −−−−→ ε∗i∗Rj∗Z(n)Zar


�

∥
∥
∥



�

Ri!
Z(n)ét −−−−→ i∗Z(n)ét −−−−→ i∗Rj∗Z(n)ét.

(13)

The right hand map is quasi-isomorphism up to degree n+ 1, because the Bloch-
Kato conjecture implies the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture over a field [8,9],
hence

ε∗Rj∗Z(n)Zar
∼−→ τ≤n+1ε

∗Rj∗Rε∗Z(n)ét
∼−→ τ≤n+1Rj∗Z(n)ét.

Thus the left map of (13) is a quasi-isomorphism up to degree n+ 1.
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Rationally, truncation is not necessary by (6) and Corollary 3.6. If m is invert-
ible on the fiber over b and n > 0, then the right two terms of the lower sequence
of (13) are acyclic with Z/m-coefficients above degree n in view of absolute coho-
mological purity [7]:

Rsj∗Z/m(n)ét ∼= Rsj∗µ⊗n
m
∼=






µ⊗n
m s = 0

µ⊗n−1
m s = 1

0 otherwise.

Thus Rsi!
Z

[
1
p

]

(n)ét is uniquely divisible and torsion, hence zero for s > max
{n+ 1, 2}, whereas Z(n− 1)ét[−2] is acyclic above degree n+ 1 by Corollary 4.4.

2) The Bloch-Kato conjecture implies the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture
over a field [8,9]. In general, we can consider stalks and assume that the base is
local. We compare the distinguished triangle (7) to Rε∗ applied to the distinguished
triangle (3) via the adjoint map:

i∗Z(n− 1)[−2]Zar −−−−→ Z(n)Zar −−−−→ Rj∗Z(n)Zar

f



� g



� h



�

Rε∗i∗Ri!
Z(n)ét −−−−→ Rε∗Z(n)ét −−−−→ Rε∗Rj∗Z(n)ét

The maps f and h are quasi-isomorphisms up to degree n+1, because the conjecture
holds over fields and because by part (1),

i∗Z(n− 1)Zar[−2]
∼→ τ≤n+1i∗Rε∗Z(n− 1)ét[−2]

∼→ τ≤n+1i∗Rε∗Ri!
Z(n)ét.

On the other hand, f is injective in degree n + 2 because the domain is 0. By the
five-lemma, g is a quasi-isomorphism up to degree n+ 1.

3) Consider the commutative diagram

Hi(R, Z/m(n)) −−−−→ Hi(k, Z/m(n))


�



�

Hi
ét(R, µ⊗n

m )
∼−−−−→ Hi

ét(k, µ⊗n
m )

The lower horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by the argument of Proposition
2.2(b), and the vertical maps are isomorphisms for i ≤ n by part (2). On the other
hand, the upper terms are both zero for i > n by Corollary 4.4.

4) Compare the following two distinguished triangles of the form (3) via the

cycle class map Z/m(n)ét
clnX→ µ⊗n

m of [17, §2.3] or [9]:

⊕
b∈B(1) ib∗Ri!

bZ/m(n)ét −−−−→ Z/m(n)ét −−−−→ Rj∗Z/m(n)ét


�



�

∥
∥
∥

⊕
b∈B(1) ib∗Ri!

bµ
⊗n
m −−−−→ µ⊗n

m −−−−→ Rj∗µ⊗n
m .
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The right hand map is an isomorphism by (11). By part (1) and purity for µ⊗n
m , we

get Ri!
bZ/m(n)ét ∼= Z/m(n− 1)ét[−2] ∼= µ⊗n−1

m [−2] ∼= Ri!
bµ
⊗n
m for every closed

fiber, hence the middle map is a quasi-isomorphism.
5) It suffices to check this for a local ring R of X, and for m a power of some

prime number l. If R has residue characteristic l, then the statement was proved in
Corollary 4.5. If l is invertible in R, then by Corollary 4.3, and parts (2) and (4), it
suffices to show that the map Hs

ét(R, µ⊗n
m )→ Hs

ét(k(R), µ⊗n
m ) is injective. This is

[5, Theorem B.2.1]. 
�
Remark. Using the product with equidimensional cycles defined by Levine [17],
one can show under the same hypothesis that µ⊗n

m is a split direct summand of
Z/m(n)ét. This is because the cycle class map is split by the composition

µ⊗n
m

cl1X←∼ Z/m(1)⊗n ∪−→ Z/m(n).

The cup product is defined because we are multiplying with one-codimensional
cycles, and the composition with the cycle class map is the identity because the
cycle class map is multiplicative [9, Prop. 4.7].

We define the p-cohomological dimension cdpXét of the site Xét to be the
smallest integer n such that Hi

ét(V , F ) = 0 for all i > n, any scheme V étale over
X, and any p-torsion sheaf F .

Proposition 5.1. Let X be essentially smooth over B with a closed fiber i : Xb → X

of residue characteristic p and generic fiber U . Then the Bloch-Kato conjecture
implies

Z(n− 1)ét[−2]
∼−→ Ri!

Z(n)ét for n ≥ cdpUét.

Proof. In view of Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.3, the sheaves Rsi!
Z(n)ét are

torsion for s > n + 1. By Theorem 1.2(4), they are m-divisible for p � |m and
s > n + 1. By a diagram chase, it suffices to show that Rsi!

Z/p(n)ét = 0 for
s > n+ 1 ≥ cdpU + 1.

By étale excision, we can assume that B is local.As Hs(Z/p(n)ét)=0 for s >n,
the long exact decomposition sequence gives isomorphisms i∗Rs−1j∗µ⊗n

p

∼−→
Rsi!

Z/p(n)ét, for s > n + 1. The stalk on the left hand side at a point y of Xb

is Hs−1
ét (SpecOsh

X,y ×X U, µ⊗n
p ), which vanishes for s > cdpU + 1 because étale

cohomology commutes with inverse limits of affine schemes. 
�

6. Motivic cohomology and syntomic cohomology

In this section we assume that B is the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation
ring of characteristic (0, p) with uniformizer π and residue field with finite p-base.
If i : Y → X is the embedding of the closed fiber, then (1) with Z/pr -coefficients
takes the form

Rsi!
Z/pr(n)ét ∼=

{
0 s ≤ n

νn−1
r s = n+ 1. (14)
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Let Sr(n) be the syntomic complex of Fontaine-Messing [6], a complex of
étale sheaves on Y . By a result of Kato and Kurihara [15], there is an distinguished
triangle for n < p − 1,

· · · → Sr(n)→ τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr

κ−−−−→ νn−1
r [−n]→ · · · .

The map κ is the composition of the canonical map τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr → i∗Rnj∗µ⊗n
pr

[−n] with the symbol map of [3, §6.6]. More precisely, i∗Rnj∗µ⊗n
pr is locally gener-

ated by symbols {f1, . . . , fn}, for fi ∈ i∗j∗O×U by [3, Cor. 6.1.1]. By multilinearity,
each such symbol can be written as a sum of symbols of the form {f1, . . . , fn} and
{f1, . . . , fn−1, π}, for fi ∈ i∗O×X . Then κ sends the former to zero, and the latter
to {d log f̄1, . . . , d log f̄n−1}, where f̄i is the reduction of fi to O×Y . For n ≥ p−1,
we can define Sr(n) to be the cone of the map κ . This cone has been studied by
Sato [26] more generally for semi-stable schemes. We now prove Theorem 1.3 of
the introduction.

Proof. In view of Corollary 4.5, we have Hs(Z/pr(n)) = 0 for s > n, so that we
can replace the motivic complex by its truncation τ≤nZ/pr(n)Zar. We then have
the following diagram of distinguished triangles in D−(Shvét(Y )):

τ≤ni
∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar

c−−−−→ τ≤ni
∗ε∗Rj∗Z/pr(n)Zar

δ−−−−→ τ≤n(ε
∗Ri!

Z/pr(n)Zar[1])

α




� β




�∼

Sr(n) −−−−→ τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr

κ−−−−→ νn−1
r [−n]

Here α is the composition of the adjoint map ε∗Rj∗ → Rj∗ε∗ with the cycle map
Z/pr(n)ét→µ⊗n

pr of [9], and β is the quasi-isomorphism of (6) and (12)

τ≤n(ε
∗Ri!

Z/pr(n)Zar[1])
∼← τ≤n(ε

∗
Z/pr(n− 1)Zar[−1])

∼−→ νn−1
r [−n].

Since Hom(τ≤ni
∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar, ν

n−1
r [−n− 1]) = 0 for degree reasons, we get an

exact sequence of groups of homomorphisms in the derived category

0→ Hom(τ≤ni
∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar, Sr (n))→

Hom(τ≤ni
∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar, τ≤ni

∗Rj∗µ⊗n
pr )

κ ◦→ Hom(τ≤ni
∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar, ν

n−1
r [−n]).

It follows that there is a unique map making the diagram commutative if and only
if κ ◦ α ◦ c = 0. Again for degree reasons, the last group injects into the group
Hom(Hn(i∗ε∗Z/pr(n)Zar), ν

n−1
r [−n]), and we only have to check that κ ◦ α ◦ c =

0 in degree n. Thus it suffices to show that for a strictly henselian local ring R of
X in a point of the closed fiber, the composition

Hn(R, Z/pr(n))
c→ Hn(R

[ 1
π

]
, Z/pr(n))

α→ Hn
ét(R

[ 1
π

]
, µ⊗n

pr )
κ→ νn−1

r (R/π)

is the zero map. Let L be the field of quotients of R, and F be the field of quotients
of R/π . The localization D = R(π) is a discrete valuation ring with quotient field
L and residue field F . Let Dh be the henselization of D, Lh its quotient field, and
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consider the following commutative diagram, where all vertical maps are induced
by inclusions of rings:

Hn(R, Z/pr(n))

c



�

Hn(R
[ 1

π

]
, Z/pr(n))

α−−−−→ Hn
ét(R

[ 1
π

]
, µ⊗n

pr )
κ−−−−→ νn−1

r (R/π)


�



�



�

Hn(L, Z/pr(n)) −−−−→ Hn
ét(L, µ⊗n

pr ) −−−−→ νn−1
r (F )



�



�

∥
∥
∥

Hn(Lh, Z/pr(n))
α′−−−−→ Hn

ét(L
h, µ⊗n

pr )
κ ′−−−−→ νn−1

r (F )

If we write R/π as a filtered colimit of rings smooth over a perfect field, then one
sees by Gros-Suwa [12, Cor. 1.6] that the right vertical map is injective. Hence it
suffices to show that the total composition is the zero map. The composition

Hn(R, Z/pr(n))→Hn(Dh, Z/pr(n))

→ Hn(Lh, Z/pr(n))
δ→Hn−1(F, Z/pr(n− 1)),

where the last two maps are the maps of the localization sequence, is zero. Thus it
suffices to show that the right square in following diagram commutes:

KM
n (Lh)/pr σ−−−−→

∼
Hn(Lh, Z/pr(n))

α′−−−−→
∼

Hn

ét(L
h, µ⊗n

pr )

t



� δ



� κ ′



�

KM
n−1(F )/pr σ−−−−→

∼
Hn−1(F, Z/pr(n− 1))

α′′−−−−→
∼

νn−1
r (F ).

Here t is the tame symbol, and σ is the map of Nesterenkov and Suslin [21]. Since
σ is multiplicative by [8, Prop. 3.3], and α′ is multiplicative by [9, Prop. 4.7], α′ ◦σ
is the symbol map to étale cohomology. Thus the outer square commutes by the
definition of κ ′. The left square commutes by [8, Lemma 3.2], hence the right square
commutes.

Clearly, i∗Z/pr(n)ét→ Sr(n) is a quasi-isomorphism if and only ifα is a quasi-
isomorphism, which follows from the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture with mod
pr -coefficients by applying i∗ε∗Rj∗ and using (11). 
�
Remark. Without assuming the Bloch-Kato conjecture, one can still show that
νn−1
r [−n − 1] is a split direct summand of τ≤n+1Ri!

Z/pr(n)ét. The inverse map
(in the derived category) to the canonical map comes from the commutative diagram

i∗Z/pr(n)ét −−−−→ τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr −−−−→ τ≤n(Ri!
Z/pr(n)ét[1])



�

∥
∥
∥

Sr(n) −−−−→ τ≤ni
∗Rj∗µ⊗n

pr

κ−−−−→ νn−1
r [−n].
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There is a unique map s mapping to the map κ in the second group in the following
exact sequence:

0→ Hom(τ≤n(Ri!
Z/pr(n)ét[1]), νn−1

r [−n])→
Hom(τ≤ni

∗Rj∗µ⊗n
pr , νn−1

r [−n])→ Hom(i∗Z/pr(n)ét, ν
n−1
r [−n]).

It is easy to verify that s is a splitting of the natural map.

Remark. Theorem 1.3 sheds some light on the relationship of different proofs of
the crystalline conjecture. Let V̄ be the ring of integers of the algebraic closure
of a p-adic field; V̄ is not a discrete valuation ring, but it is the direct limit of
discrete valuation rings, so our methods still apply. Analog to Niziol [23], we get a
commutative diagram for n < p − 1 and X smooth and proper over B,

Hi(X̄, Z/pr(n))
∼−−−−→ Hi(Ū , Z/pr(n))

ε∗


� ε∗



�

Hi
ét(X̄, Z/pr(n)) −−−−→ Hi

ét(Ū , µ⊗n
pr )

i∗


�

Hi
ét(Ȳ , Sr (n))

For dim U ≤ n, the right map ε∗ is an isomorphism by Suslin [29]. Thus for
p − 2 ≥ n ≥ dim U we get the map

Hi
ét(Ū , µ⊗n

pr )→ Hi
ét(Ȳ , Sr (n))

needed to prove the crystalline conjecture. However, our result uses [15], which is
the key ingredient of Kato’s proof of the conjecture.

Remark. Theorem 1.3 gives a cycle map to syntomic cohomology, hence to crys-
talline cohomology. For X smooth and proper over B, this fits into the following
diagram (the right column exists for p > n+ 1):

CHn−1(Y )/pr cl−−−−→ H 2n
Y (X, Z/pr(n)) −−−−→ Hn−1

ét (Y, νn−1
r )



�



�



�

CHn(X)/pr cl−−−−→ H 2n
ét (X, Z/pr(n)) −−−−→ H 2n

ét (Y, Sr(n))


�



�



�

CHn(XK)/pr cl−−−−→ H 2n
ét (XK, Z/pr(n)) H 2n

ét (XK, µ⊗n
pr )



� surj



�



�

0 −−−−→ H 2n+1
Y (X, Z/pr(n)) −−−−→ 0.

The left upper map factors through Hn−1
ét (Y, Z/pr(n − 1)). Thus étale motivic

cohomology is a good recipient for a cycle map, and we hope that our map can
be useful in studying algebraic cycles on smooth schemes over discrete valuation
rings.
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